
Digital Britain – London Unconference – Broadband work stream
The work stream focused on the Digital Britain Interim Report’s recommendations concerning the broadcast industry (TV and Radio) and the print media / journalism.
 • We all felt that the report was not sufficiently “Visionary” 
 • We believe that the market is in a state of flux and that this is being driven by the Digital Revolution
  • We believe that the Digital Britain Interim Report does little to address this revolution and largely confines itself to maintaining the status quo of the market structure and major players
  • The report does little to identify how new players can be encouraged to grow and generate new economic activity in the future.
 • A large part of this change is attributable to the web 2.0 / User Generated Content (UGC) movement
  • UGC / Digital Technology allows individuals and small groups generate quality and innovative content at a fraction of the cost to traditional media
   • The production of low budget films was cited as an example of how digital technology can create disruptive business models impacting the traditional movie industry
   • The proliferation of Blogs and real time “news” via twitter, facebook et al is a prime mover in the changing landscape of journalism
   • Concerns were expressed at the potential damage to quality, particularly the potential demise of “Quality Primary Sources” if the journalism budgets of the big players – Print, TV and Radio news – are significantly impacted by the loss of revenues to these players.
    • There is some evidence to suggest this is already happening
    • Local news papers are in near terminal decline
    • Local radio and TV news content is also suffering 
   • There are some green shoots of new activity in ultra-local radio (community radio) – significantly enabled by digital technology that cuts production costs and enables wider participation (e.g. you can listen to many of these community radio stations on the internet so you are not constrained by the geography of the physical transmitter)
  • Change is also occurring in the content creation value chain, the 2012 Olympics was cited as an example where multiple content feeds will be made available for upstream aggregators to mash-up into content for end users.
 • Commercially advertising revenue is “haemorrhaging” over to on-line while the pot of advertising money in broadcast is spread ever thinner amongst more channels enabled by digital technology.
 • Equally, users are spending more time on line and less on “lean back” broadcast 
  • NB: Annex 1 to the report claims TV viewing hours are static, but does acknowledge a trend in the younger generation away from TV – our assumption is this trend will increase as the younger generate gets older
  • Annex 1 acknowledges the major impact on Radio and Newspaper consumption

 • In a many areas the Digital Britain Interim Report has valuable detail and accurately describes the problems – our observations listed above are nothing new and the statistics are there in the report.
  • The problems are in the conclusions which fail to address the “new” and focus on saving the skins of the old
  • The report actually says “.... This is placing pressures on professional content, whether in programme-making or in journalism and newsgathering, with significant implications for the future health and growth of the sector.  While some traditional audio-visual content is under threat, new media content is in its relative infancy as a possible new generator of economic wealth.”  and then concludes “ACTION 10 - In the final report we will examine measures needed to address the challenges for digital content in more detail, including opportunities for providing further support to foster UK creative ambition and alternative funding mechanisms to advertising revenues”
   • I suppose this is our opportunity to influence that so far unwritten section of the report
 • Section 3.3. discuses content creation – but barring one or two sentences that mention “alternative content creation outside the existing models” it focuses on the BBC and Chanel 4 and concludes “ACTION 16 - In the final Digital Britain Report, we will establish whether a long-term and sustainable second public service organisation providing competition for quality to the BBC can be defined and designed, drawing in part on Channel 4’s assets and a re-cast remit. It would be a body with public service at its heart, but one which is able to develop flexible and innovative partnerships with the wider private and public sector. While it makes sense to begin by looking at public sector bodies- Channel 4 and BBC Worldwide- the Government is currently evaluating a range of options and organisational solutions for achieving such an outcome.”
  • One danger of focusing on bolstering the BBC and other Public Service Broadcasters in their current format is the negative impact this has on legitimate competition from new entrants.  We have already seen this in terms of the BBC web presence and complaints from other commercial content providers that they cannot compete against the seemingly bottomless pockets of the BBC OnLine
 • The report in section 3,2 discuses IPR but fails to address the IPR of new content generators (especially UGC) examining the problem solely in terms of the existing major players.
  • While their views are valid, the report needs to be balanced with the rights of creators of new legitimate & original content.
  • Further, it is unclear if the current structure of IP protection is appropriate or sustainable in the digital world – we are already seeing changes where You Tube is now paying royalties to some US TV producers in order to carry TV Shows, the big name brands want to be legal and are becoming so
   • Pursuing small individuals and burdening low margin ISPs with the job of policing the net may well be a futile exercise – time and effort may be better spent on considering new commercial models that enable legitimate content to be made available – prosecuting Napster did not stop music piracy, but Apple’s iTunes allowed consumers to legitimately purchase digital music to which they were previously denied.
 • The report has a touching faith in the future of DAB (Digital Radio) which has yet to be reflected in the market take-up of DAB receivers (DAB accounts for only 21% of new radio units sold and after almost a decade of usage, the DAB platform still accounts for only 9.2% of commercial radio listening - as reported in Annex 1).
  • After making such observations – the report then goes on to recommend we blindly continue planning for analogue / digital switchover – business as usual
  • And otherwise it punts the issue into the long grass of “We will commission an independent expert examination of the economic viability, continuing social contribution of, and most effective delivery methods for, local radio services and existing localness legislation”
Conclusions
 • We ask that the report looks further than the narrow confines of the existing “legacy players” and embraces the new players and how they can be encouraged to grow and generate new economic activity in the future.
 • We know the business models and value chains are evolving and ask are the existing players regulatory and financing structures helping to liberate new business models or suppress competitive innovation?
 • We concluded that the final report needs to be more visionary and evaluate “What do we mean by Public Service Broadcaster” – what public service do we want them to offer and how would that be interpreted in the new Digital world
  • Should part of the public service remit be to incubate new digital content and/or be a route to market for such content?
  • Should organisation such as the BBC be providing infrastructure for community radio and / or taking some of its output and mashing into their own – likewise for other audio, video and text content (and if so then the IPR of the content creators needs to be fully acknowledged and respected)
  • The privileges given to the PSB sector must not be allowed to out compete the new digital competition, especially in its early stages as it struggles to get a foothold and shape the new markets.
 • We ask the question “How does the report help the existing broadcasters prepare for the new digital age?”
  • It may be an unanswerable question to ask what their future business models need to be in order to be sustainable in a digital world of multi channel, multi creator content – but we felt that the report should at least make some recognition that change needs to happen, will happen and is happening – fundamental change not just tinkering at the margins of should we merge this part of the BBC with that part of Channel 4.
 • We draw comfort from some developments, as ever the vast majority of the public will utilise the services of recognised and trusted brands – in the past this has been players such as the BBC – in the future it could be YouTube.
  • We see evidence that responsible brand owners wish to respect IPR and Privacy
   • It is Sine qua non  that a trusted brand must be seen to respect things like privacy and IPR.  The bad publicity generated by Facebook’s recent attempt to change its terms & conditions relating to IPR forced it to back down or loose massive brand equity.  Likewise YouTube is no longer the bad boy of pirate video, clips of Premier League football and F1 racing are generally taken down quickly at the request of the IPR owners.
   • Indeed, the change that is needed is a way to make the content that users want legitimately available to them in the format they want it in – when you make MP3 music available for purchase the generally law abiding public flocks to buy it.
  • Just as business models and value chains are changed by digital technology – so are marketing concepts.  Media Brands are moving away from single linear product to “market hotels” creating a space for consumers to come and experience content from a variety of sources in a recognisable trusted environment.  This is not something the government should or could play a role in, but it needs to be aware that fundamental structural change is upon us from all angles in the Great Digital Britain (or is that the Digital Great Britain .... either way it’s Great to be here).


